The modulated structures of high-Tc superconductors Bi4Sr4CaCu3014+x (Bi-4413, 011horhombic cell, a= 5.411(2), b= 5.417(3), c= 27.75(1) A, q= 0.213(4)b*, Tcond = 84 K) and Bi2Sr2CaCu20s+x (Bi-2212, orthorhombic cell, a= 5.407(3), b= 5.412(3), c= 30.771(8) A, q= 0.210(2)b*, Tccnd = 75 K) are determined in both commensurate and incommensurate approximations utilizing single-crystal X-Ray diffraction data.
The modulated structures of high-Tc superconductors Bi4Sr4CaCu3014+x (Bi-4413, 011horhombic cell, a= 5.411(2), b= 5.417(3), c= 27.75(1) A, q= 0.213(4)b*, Tcond = 84 K) and Bi2Sr2CaCu20s+x (Bi-2212, orthorhombic cell, a= 5.407(3), b= 5.412(3), c= 30.771(8) A, q= 0.210(2)b*, Tccnd = 75 K) are determined in both commensurate and incommensurate approximations utilizing single-crystal X-Ray diffraction data.
The modulation displacement functions of all atoms in the stuctures are obtained. It has been found that the oxygen atoms of BiO layers in both compounds have greatest modulation shifts along the b-axis (up to 1.20 A in Bi-2212 and up to 1.40 A in Bi-4413) and their modulation functions in this direction can be described by linear saw-like functitions. It is shown that the extraoxygen atoms can be inserted in the BiO layers of the structures.
The modulation of the structures, the topology of the BiO layers and the form of the modulation displacement functions are explained by the models of shifts of the oxygen atoms in the BiO layers correlated according to antiferroelectrical law. The difference of modulation models of the Bi-2212 and Bi-4413 structures are discussed. The marked peculiarity of both structures is a rather great concentration of the vacancies in Sr positions adjacent of copper-oxygen layers. It is suggested that the cationic vacancies in the Sr sites provide the hole conductivity in the copperoxygen layers and lead to the formation of a percolation network in the superconducting crystals.
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A set of possible reflections was considered for a case of Mossbauer resonant diffraction in incommensurately modulated crystals with quadrupole interaction on nuclei. A structure. formed by elecuical field gradients (EFG) on Mossbauer nuclei supposed to be modulated too. We believe, that atomic displacements in a modulation wave are enough small and they cause mainly the rotation ofEFG main axes. Our propositions are based on the results of the published earlier NMR studies of EFG's in incommensurate ionic crystals.In this case a quasicontinuous distribution of quadrupole splittings exists, and EFG tensors on nuclei can be considered as a sum of EFG's conesponding to an average su·uc-ture and additional modulation tensors. These approximations were used to study the features of Moss bauer diffraction pattem. A simple harmonic law of modulation was used. It was shown. that the diffraction pattem consists of main Bragg reflections and satellites. It differs from x-ray diffraction pattem in those cases, when purely nuclear Bragg reflections occur. Satellites of purely nuclear reflections are also purely nuclear. Their energy spectra are broaden dub lets. Energy forms of all other reflections and their satellites are detennined by interference between potential and resonant scatteiing. The satellite reflections energy spectra contains an information about additional modulation tensors. We have considered incommensurate phases of some crystals containing Mossbauer isotopes, in which the discussed phenomena may be observed. We discuss here the application of zero temperature nonconserved dynan1ics on l d Ising chains for calculating the evolution of diffuse scatteiing dming mm1ensitic trm1sitions between polytype structures like 2H, 3C, 4H and 6H using Monte-Cm·lo technique. For the simulations, we have mapped these structures into model magnetic systems. We have used l d Ising Hamiltonians with pairwise interactions extending upto third neighbours. The introduction of deformation faults during transitions has been mapped into spin flip dynamics. It is shown that the pair conelation functions exhibit dynamic scaling at late stages. The diffuse scatteiing pattems obtained by tal(ing the Fourier transfom1s of pair correlation functions are shown to be in good qualitative agreement with those observed on ZnS single crystals. It is shown that the evolution of diffuse scattering patterns at late stages of these transitions is completely determined by a single chm·acteristic length scale (S)-It is found that inespective of the initial and product phases involved, s shows a power law dependence on time with a universal exponent of 0.5. It is proposed that polytypic mate1ials may serve as model systems for expeiimentally ve1ifying the dynamical scaling behaviour of equal time pair conelation functions predicted theoretically for ld stochastic systems. The incommensurate crystal structures of the misfit layer compounds have been determined on the basis of a (3+2)-D superspace-group using single crystal X-ray diffraction. The structures m·e built up by alternating stackings of double layers SbS and single or paired sandwiches TiS 2 . The SbS double layers consist of an intlinsical interface modulation. The distincruishincr feature is the incommensurate ordering of Sb/S atom~ on th~ distorted rock-salt structure of SbS. which results in Sb-Sb and S-S clusters. The electronic structure has been studied using photoelectron spectroscopies. 22% of the total Sb atoms me in SbSb contacts. All spectrum pea](s are broadened by the mutual interaction of the two subsystems. The top valence band consists mainly of S 3p states and the conduction band ofTi 3d states. The study of their electiical u·ansport and optical properties shows a 2D Fermi-liquid behaviour.
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